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Celebrating Our Centennial
2016 marked the 100 year anniversary of the Farm Credit 
System. The seeds of the Farm Credit System were planted
by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1908, when he
appointed a Country Life Commission to address the
problems facing a predominantly rural population.
The commission's report documented a lack of adequate
agricultural credit, where a farmer could readily secure loans
on fair terms. The report led to various presidential and 
congressional studies, which included extensive analysis of
other nations' rural credit systems.
The credit delivery method established by the 1916 Federal
Farm Loan Act was based largely on Germany's Landschafts,
which had operated since 1769 and appeared to be the most
successful of the various European cooperative ag-credit
systems.

Twelve federal land banks owned by their farmerborrowers, partly capitalized by the government and
financed through the private purchase of tax-exempt
bonds. Advocates maintained this cooperative structure
would guarantee low rates, but critics disliked the
government sponsorship and expense involved.
Direct government loans to farmers, favored by the
nation's farm organizations but opposed by most
politicians.

Congressional proponents of these three approaches battled
to a stalemate in 1914, which led to a Joint Committee on
Rural Credits in 1915, which in turn drafted the final
compromise adopted in 1916, taking the first approach of
small independent land banks.

During the pivotal congressional debate over an American At that time less than 10 percent of U.S. farms had electricity;
agricultural credit system, nearly 100 different bills were telephone access was not universally available; and most
introduced, which focused on three major approaches:
farms used intensive manual labor and animal drawn
machines. Today, a majority of farmers have Internet access

Small, independent land banks, with federal charters but and a growing number are using satellite imagery, computer
private capital. Proponents of this concept favored the technology and Global Positioning Systems (GPS) to
non-government funding, but critics feared its built-in manage their operations. The increase in mechanization,
motive for high profits would not assure low rates to irrigation and other technology has resulted in efficiencies
farmers.
that enable fewer farmers to produce more food and fiber
than ever before (in considerably less time), for a growing
world population. In addition, improvements in
processing, transportation and marketing have
led to what we know today to be a very safe,
abundant and affordable food supply. Like the
industry it serves, the Farm Credit System keeps
getting better with age. The strong foundation
upon which the System was built in 1916,
combined with ongoing leadership and effective
management, has allowed Farm Credit to remain
competitive, innovative and responsive to almost
a century of ever-changing market conditions.
The following table out lines changes the System
has been through over the past 100 years.
President Woodrow Wilson signing the Farm Credit Act in 1916

Tribute to Mark Salopek
By George Ray McEachern
My lifelong friend and pecan hero, Mark Salopek of Las
Cruces, New Mexico, passed away on Aug. 21 after a
hard fight with cancer. We were students together at
Texas A&M University in 1969-70 when his father called
him home to make their pecan deal work. He and his
brothers James and Ben returned home and pecans
worked better than they could have dreamed.
Two times in the last year I was told Las Cruces was
going to become the center of the pecan industry; well I
don't believe it is going to become the center, I feel it is
already the center. No pecan region in the world exhibits
pecans better than the 30,000 acres at Las Cruces, New
Mexico. It has the perfect package for pecans: climate,
soil, water, varieties, management, tradition, and
growers. Leadership in pecans is not defined by
authority, position, personality, money, or perception; but
by excellence in productivity, and the Las Cruces
orchards are excellent, and expanding.
Many have contributed to the success of pecans in Las
Cruces and many reap the rewards of their vision, labor
and organizational skills. The Salopek Family as a whole
has proven Las Cruces is the place to grow pecans. The
Salopek Family has grown from the set of grandparents
to a fourth generation with over 100 direct descendants.
Mark and his brothers, James and Ben, are among the
best, along with their sons and daughters, cousins, and
nieces and nephews.
Mark Salopek gave his life to pecans and every person
who plants, grows, harvests and sells pecans is indebted
to his and the Salopek family leadership. Mark's
knowledge, experience and rewards from pecans were
special. He was always studying pecans; his wisdom and
self-confidence gave him an advantage and he enjoyed
in-depth discussions on how to grow pecans with
anyone.
The
Salopeks
have
demonstrated that leadership comes
only by commitment, education and
hard work over many years.

it is cold tolerant, and it alternate bears less than all other
varieties. He would listen to talk on other varieties, but for
him it was always 'Western' in the West.
Mechanical tree hedging started at Las Cruces and we
have seen it change from a cut-and-pray system with 2
short crops, 1 big crop, and no crop, into a system with a
long-term average of 2,000 pounds per acre. Granted the
final answer on how and when to hedge is not fully
understood; but we know more now. Mark would say
hedging is different on different soils; fast growth soil
need more frequent hedging. He would say, start
hedging when the trees are younger. He would say,
develop hedging so that the trees bear on short shoots
on the inside of the tree. Mark would say, hedged trees
need less vigorous compensatory growth and more short
growth that flowers and bears. Though not very scientific,
but understandable, Mark would say we have to find the
"sweet point" where the size of hedging cuts, spacing,
growth and bearing give the best average yield year after
year.
Large-tree transplanting was pioneered by the Salopeks
and other growers in the Las Cruces area. Ultra-high
density tree spacing of 30x30 feet results in crowding
when the trees are entering their grand stage of growth
with good yields. Though difficult, growers need to
correct crowding earlier than they want. It is hard to do,
but growers need to remove trees or hedge as soon as
crowding begins.
Instead of cutting trees down, Mark learned one can
transplant large trees. He tested all types of transplanting
from short trunk dehorn, to single trunk dehorn, to major
scaffold limb dehorning and more. Part of their system
was to move trees from like soil to like soil. They liked to
move trees fast and a short distance without root drying.

Mark Salopek loved to talk pecans
with anyone from third grade students
visiting the orchard to fellow growers,
and research scientists. His beliefs
were always firm on how he or they
feel western irrigated pecans should
be grown. The family began planting
pecans in the 1960s and they
basically learned with each passing
year and generation. Mark, to the
very end, believed there was only one
variety for the irrigated west,
‘Western’. As he would point out –it is
easy to grow, it bears, it has better
zinc and nitrogen efficiency, it
responds well to mechanical hedging,

Salopek brothers, from left, James, Mark and Ben, of the 6U Salopek pecan operation near Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Mark passed away on Aug. 21, 2016.

Tribute to Mark Salopek
By George Ray McEachern
Probably most important, they learned how to irrigate
transplanted trees for rapid recovery. They could bring a
large tree transplant into production in 8 years and full
production in 10 years.
Irrigation management in the West is easy when lots of
clean water is available. However, when droughts hit and
river water is lost, wells are needed. In the West, how
much and when to irrigate becomes critical. Salinity and
sodium killing of internal soil drainage has become an
issue of concern. The Salopeks are working to learn how
this is best corrected. In his last days, Mark learned of
the rootstock tissue culture research at New Mexico
State and was excited about the possibility of developing
salt-tolerant rootstocks for the future.

personality with a true compassion for many, especially
his family, employees, growers, industry support,
educators and more. Mark's heart and soul were real for
many. His helping hand, open ear, and good heart
helped many pull through life's challenges.
Mark Salopek was a positive part of my personal and
professional life and I will miss our many phone calls and
visits. Every pecan grower in the irrigated West knew him
and respected his knowledge about pecans and life. We
will all miss him, and pecans will not be the same without
Mark Salopek. The next generation of Salopek leadership
is well trained, and their story will continue to grow and
be a good one.

Article Credits to George R. McEachern is a Professor of
The Salopeks and other growers in Las Cruces have Horticulture, Texas A&M University, College Station,
helped many learn how to grow pecans in the desert. No Texas 77840. g-mceachern@tamu.edu and Pecan South
grower was more excited about the future for pecans Magazine.
than Mark Salopek. Growers everywhere will miss his
leadership and dedication.
In addition to pecans, Mark Salopek was a one-of-a-kind

Powhatan “Price” Carter
Loan Officer Clovis

By Tania Privette

Plans can change in an instant. Powhatan “Price” Carter,
was in the final months of college and was planning on
returning to Ft. Sumner to work alongside his parents on
the family ranching operation, when he received a call
from Cary Crist, who at the time was the Clovis Branch
Manager, about a recent job opening. “Despite still being
young and naïve about how the whole being grownup
thing worked, I was familiar with Farm Credit. My parents
had been customers of the Association for a number of
years. So when the chance presented itself to work in a
field in which I was passionate about, had hands on
knowledge about, in addition to being able to work with
people I knew and respected, I jumped at the opportunity. That was 2008 and nearly 9 years later, I am glad that
I did. I work with and for some of the best people
around.”

Science in Agricultural Economics with an Associate’s
degree in Religion. After graduation, I moved to the Fort
Worth area to attend the Texas Christian University’s
Ranch Management program. Outside of moving to Fort
Worth for this short time, I have lived in Eastern NM my
entire life.”

“Growing up about 20 miles north of Fort Sumner, my
parents had a fairly diverse ranching operation. We ran
stockers, cow/calf, along with breeding and raising ranch
and performance horses. During the summers throughout
high school and college, I would day work for numerous
area operators. Most of the time the cattle work was done
by noon allowing time in the afternoon to either haul hay
or help my parents. I also felt that education was an important component to my growth and future. I went to
Eastern New Mexico University and earned a Bachelor of

As to agriculture and the economy, Price notes that it is a
changing industry. He sees that agriculture is experiencing higher input cost, shrinking margins, and highly volatile markets. This has forced producers from all sectors of
agriculture to become more efficient in all areas of their
operation. “The successful operators are those that embrace the here and now and manage knowing that
changing circumstances are imminent and prepare for it.”

“My wife, Leslie, and I have two children, Powhatan Lane
Carter (age 5) and Ryen Kate Carter (age 3). Both kids
love to be out on the ranch. Their favorite activity is riding
horses, but are also happy just bouncing around in the
feed truck. We have a small cow/calf operation that we
started about three years ago. For the future, we would
like to work hand in hand with my parents and expand
our current operation to the point that my wife and I can
fully stock the family ranch in its entirety.”

Powhatan “Price” Carter
Loan Officer Clovis

By Tania Privette

When asked about how he finds time to do “everything”,
Price is quick to respond that “I have found that I cannot
manage ‘anything let alone ‘everything’ without a faithful,
passionate and committed supporting cast. “I’m blessed.
I have a wonderful, faithful and loving wife that has a
drive that I have never witnessed elsewhere. My wife
encourages me to stay focused on the goal and not to
allow myself to be consumed with the obstacles obstructing my goal. I have passionate parents that have taught
me to believe in what I am doing and believing in doing it
right. Finally I have colleagues that are committed to one
another and the customer’s success. While I may fall
short of these characteristics myself, I am blessed to
have an amazing supporting cast that helps me manage
the fast pace of life.”

Zack Chavez

Related Services FCNM Employee
Zack Chavez grew up on a family ranch southeast of
Edgewood, New Mexico, raising beef and show cattle.
Along with the ranching operation, his family farms alfalfa
and winter wheat. The family also owns/operates trucking
and construction businesses. When not working in the
family business growing up, Zack was involved in FFA, 4H, and rodeo within New Mexico and surrounding states.
He has attended State and National FFA conventions
with an AgriScience project that placed first at State level
and third at National level. His parents still lead the Moriarty Desperadoes 4-H club and assist with local rodeos.
His mother, Leslie, also leads the leather craft team
which has several projects entered and placed at the
State Fair level each year.

By Becky Wright

State Fair Rodeo Queen.
Zack is a true believer in the Farm Credit System and
holds a special place in his heart for the producers that
are the cooperative’s member-owners. He believes there
is not a person more dedicated to their occupation than
those involved in agriculture because agriculture is work
done out of passion, not a pursuit for profit. This is the
foundation of Zack’s formative years that he is dedicated
to and will continue to live by.

Zack received his Bachelor’s degree at the University of
New Mexico. Upon graduation he moved to Denver, Colorado, for a job in the field of Human Resources. While
he enjoyed it, New Mexico was home and he decided to
move back to pursue his career. With a strong background in agriculture, he wanted to be in a position to
help others within the same industry. After much research, he applied for and earned a Human Resources
position at Farm Credit of New Mexico in 2012. Shortly
thereafter, he made the transition to FCNM’s Related
Services department where he provides assistance to
sales consultants and, most importantly, FCNM customers.
When not working for FCNM or the family businesses,
Zack can be found enjoying the outdoors. He has a passion for mountain biking and riding ATVs in the beautiful
New Mexico Mountains. Zack had an exciting 2016 supporting his girlfriend in her duties as the New Mexico
Left: Zack’s Girlfriend Cami Belcher and Zack Chavez

Troy and Kimberly Stone
Growing Futures Producers

Married for only 3 months, Troy and Kimberly Stone,
moved to the Capitan area in January 2005. Both fifth
generation ranchers, they wanted to return to a place to
raise their own family, in the way they were both raised.
Their home sits on property bought by Troy’s family in
1925. The property was purchased by Troy’s great-great
grandfather, great grandfather, and great uncle and has
been in the family ever since. Both Troy and Kimberly
are active in the agricultural community and are aware of
the issues that affect United States agriculture and the
challenges facing the industry.
As participants in Farm Credit of New Mexico’s Growing
Futures Program, Troy and Kimberly, appreciate the opportunity to purchase their own cattle and grow their own
herd. They bought their first set of cows in December
2011 and continue to grow their operation. They would
like to purchase more land and lease ranches when the
opportunity arises. When asked why they chose Farm
Credit, they respond, “It is clear that Farm Credit is
geared in helping producers become successful. They
won’t let a person starting out to bite off more than they
can chew. The Growing Futures Program offers a lower
interest rate for a few years to assist people like us to get
started. We want to ensure that our sons, Eleck and
Bryce, ages 10 and 8, understand the importance of being sound businessmen and cattlemen. Our sons are 6th
generation ranchers from both sides of the family. They
attend Capitan Municipal Schools and are involved in all
sports, 4-H, rodeo, hunting, and of course learning about
our ranch.”

By Tania Privette
Harding County in Northern New Mexico and truly believes that the only way to affect change is to be a part of
that change. With a degree in Agricultural Economics
and Agriculture Business, she currently is the Chief Financial Officer at the Capitan Municipal Schools and also
serves as the Executive Vice President of Washington,
D.C. based lobbying firm, Ag Work Solutions. From 2001
to 2004, Kimberly worked in Washington D.C. as an appointee in the Bush Administration as the Special Assistant to the Under Secretary of Marketing and Regulatory
Affairs at USDA. Before that appointment, she served as
a Legislative Aide to the late Congressman, Joe Skeen,
of New Mexico in both his New Mexico and Washington,
DC offices. In this capacity her responsibilities were developing legislation, conducting research and forming
opinions on issues dealing with agriculture and education. Kimberly is also very active in her own community.
She completed a term on the Board of Directors for NM
Cattlegrowers and is currently a board member of the
NM Association of School Business Officials. She is a
graduate of the Core Class of Leadership NM and a former JV/Varsity Volleyball coach at Capitan High School.
When asked about Troy and Kimberly Stone, their loan
officer, Ryon Grosebeck, remarks “they are just good
people. They have truly embraced what the Growing
Futures Program is all about. They do a good job of
building their herd and operation responsibly. Troy and
Kimberly are both pretty knowledgeable and savvy people and I’m thankful that I have had the opportunity to
work with them and be a part of their team.”

Troy reflects on the challenges of
coming from a multi generation family ranch. “I think there is so much
opportunity in agriculture right now,
but to be successful people are going to have to think outside the box.
You have to have appreciation for
your family’s heritage, but it can’t
define you. Pete Bonds said, “Don’t
let your heritage be a millstone
around your neck.” I believe you
have to find how you can fit in the
industry; your operation may be
completely different than the generations prior. I do believe the most
important things are to be a good
steward of the land and the caretaker of livestock. If you understand
your place in agriculture and have a
sound business plan, then there are
endless opportunities.” Troy currently serves on the NM Cattlegrowers
Board of Directors, Upper Hondo
Soil and Water Board, the Capital
School Board, and served as
Smokey Bear Hot Shot for the Forest
Service.
Kimberly was raised on a ranch in
Left: Troy, Bryce, Eleck, and Kimberly Stone

Farm Credit of New Mexico
PO Box 94330
Albuquerque, NM 87199

Whistleblower Program
The Audit Committee of Farm Credit of New
Mexico has established a Whistleblower Program to receive anonymous and confidential
reports from employees, stockholders, or vendors pertaining to fraud, inappropriate behavior, misconduct, or unethical business practices related to accounting, reporting accuracy,
internal

controls, or auditing matters by Association
employees. It provides for the confidential,
anonymous reporting of concerns. Reports
can be filed online at www.ethicspoint.com or
by phone at 1-866-384-4277. Additional information is also located on the Association
website www.farmcreditnm.com under the
“About Us” tab and click on Governance.

Contact Us
Albuquerque
Administrative
(800) 451-5997
Agribusiness
(800) 451-5997
Las Cruces
(800) 755-6432
Tucumcari
(800) 824-6403
Clovis
(800) 451-5977

Notice to Stockholders
In accordance with Farm Credit Administration (FCA) regulations, our Annual Report to
Shareholders will be published on our website when the report is sent electronically to the
FCA (within 75 calendar days from December 31). A paper copy will be sent to you within
90 days after December 31.

Visit us on the web at www.farmcreditnm.com

Roswell
(800) 451-5974
Related Services
(800) 755-6432

Join us on facebook

